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MSc Programmes

Switzerland, and the US was
unmissable. “The programme
provides tools for doing business in
Asia, Europe, and the Americas”, he
explained. “Experiencing different
cultures through academia and
classmates who are professionals in
their fields is a massive advantage”.

at working in international teams”.
However, the industry must think
local as well as global. With growing
awareness of “carbon footprints”,
says Ms Klar, “many hotels have
realised the benefit of supporting
local and seasonal products over
imported ones”.

The value of learning with and
from fellow professionals was also
stressed by Ms Mária Pía Morey
Poma, who graduated from the
MSc in International Tourism and
Convention Management (ITCM)
in 2020. In her valedictory speech
at the 26th PolyU Congregation
(SHTM), she praised her classmates
for their passion, resilience, and
selflessness. “To join the SHTM is
to join an elite group”, she added.
“Excellence is required, but it opens
the doors to the world”.

Such flexible thinking is a hallmark
of the School’s postgraduate
education. When Ms Kristina Park
arrived at the SHTM, her experience
of the industry lay mainly in
marketing and real estate. But the
MGH programme made it easy to
pivot when the hospitality industry
embraced digital technologies.
“What we learned helps me on a
daily basis”, said Ms Park, Global
Social Media & Media Content
Manager for Shiji Group.

Springboard to
Success
The SHTM’s MSc students and
fresh graduates can look forward
to a bright future, judging from the
success stories of alumni.
MGH students can take inspiration
from alumnus Mr Kyu Baek Kim,
who graduated in 2016 and now
serves as Head of Acquisition &
Development for Ovolo Group,
seeking new growth opportunities
for this rapidly expanding boutique
hospitality company. “The global
nature of the MGH, the classes I
took, and the connections I made
were incredibly helpful in expanding
my perspectives”, Mr Kim told us.
Gaining a global vision was also a
highlight of the MGH programme
for 2017 graduate Ms Jennifer Klar,
Corporate Sustainability Manager
for Six Senses Hotels Resorts Spas. “I
developed my interpersonal skills,”
she recalled, “and became better
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Knowledge transfer was also
stressed by hotel entrepreneur Mr
David Lau, Chief Executive Officer
of Ocean Sky Hotel Management
Limited and recipient of the SHTM’s
Outstanding Alumni Award 2020.
Mr Lau credits the SHTM for
sharpening his hospitality skills and
helping him to turn knowledge
into action. While pursuing his
MSc in International Hospitality
Management (IHM), Mr Lau opened
the innovative Popway Hotel. “I
have been able to apply what I
learned at the SHTM in all of my
hotel projects”, he said.

Prepared for
the Ph.D.
As well as launching highflying careers, the SHTM’s MSc
programmes prepare graduates
for doctoral studies in tourism and
hospitality.
Two recent IHM graduates, Ms
Zixi Peng and Mr Peihao Wang,
have received several Ph.D. offers

from prestigious US universities.
Ms Peng, who has worked as a
research assistant at the SHTM
since graduating in 2019, will now
advance her research interests at the
Pennsylvania State University. “The
years I spent at the SHTM were
game-changing”, she said. “The
programme laid a solid foundation
for my future study”.
Mr Wang, who graduated this
year, has received offers from the
Pennsylvania State University,
Purdue University, and Tempe
University, which has also offered
him a Presidential Fellowship.
“The SHTM opened my mind and
enabled me to think on a higher
level,” he told us, thanking his
professors for their tireless support
and encouragement.
This autumn, another 2021 MSc
graduate will embark on a Ph.D. at
a prestigious university: the SHTM!
Ms Alice Kondja, who travelled
f ro m G h a n a t o s t u d y I T C M ,
chose the School for its “highquality education, state-of-the-art
facilities, and diverse sociocultural
community”. This is the perfect
launchpad for Ms Kondja’s dream
of becoming an internationally
recognised researcher and
consultant in tourism and hospitality
management. H
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The Art of Upselling

Online upselling is an ever more
popular way for hotel companies
to bring in revenue. However, it
remains unclear whether online
upselling complements or replaces
in-person strategies such as frontdesk upselling. In an important
exploratory study, the SHTM’s
Basak Denizci Guillet sought to
answer this question. Her findings
generate crucial insights for
hotels in volatile and challenging
times, while also providing an
“upselling model for the industry
that considers the complexities of
today’s multifaceted ecommerce
environment”.

Customer Upgrades
Hotels can increase their revenue
in various ways – most obviously
by attracting new customers.
However, this can be costly and
time-consuming. An increasingly
popular alternative is upselling,
whereby existing customers are
persuaded to spend more on an
already agreed transaction, such
as by upgrading to a superior hotel
room.
Upselling helps hotels to “sell
higher room categories, such as
club and suite rooms, which would
otherwise be empty or used for
free upgrades”, says the researcher.
The customer also benefits from
upselling by getting a superior
room at a reduced price. Upselling
can take place at “any point during
the customer cycle”, such as during
the booking process, between
booking and arrival, during checkin, or even at check-out with an
offer for the next stay.

Traditionally, a hotel’s front desk
staff would upsell to guests during
check-in. In today’s digital era,
however, more and more hotels
are introducing online upselling
systems. These systems send
personalised upselling messages
at various points in the booking
cycle, give guests the opportunity
to “bid for a better room”, and
allow customers to select upselling
options through the online portal.
However, as little research
has been done on this topic,
it is unclear whether online
and offline upselling channels
are complementary, offering
customers a choice of the most
convenient channel, or whether
online upselling has had a negative
effect on offline upselling. Dr
Guillet aimed to explore this issue
and also to investigate whether
hotel customers’ profiles and
sociodemographic backgrounds
influence their likelihood of bidding
for superior rooms in the upselling
process.

An Exploratory Study
A mixed methods approach,
involving the collection of both
qualitative and quantitative data,
was chosen for the study, which
the researcher described as
“exploratory”. The qualitative data
were collected in 2018 during 16
in-depth interviews with “hotel
industry professionals familiar with
online upselling”. The interviewees
included revenue directors,
consultants, front office managers
and marketing directors working in
hotels in the US, Europe and Asia.

During the interviews, the hotel
professionals were asked about
their online upselling systems, why
and how they used them, and how
the hotels benefited from them.
In the second part of the study,
conducted in the same year, the
researcher partnered with an
independent hotel company in
Hong Kong to compare online and
front-desk upselling. The hotel
has 262 rooms, ranging from
standard rooms to suites. For
online upselling, the hotel uses a
system called UpsellGuru, which
offers customers with a reservation
“a chance to bid for one or several
different room types” by moving a
slider to indicate the price they are
willing to pay. The hotel can then
decide “whether to accept or deny
the upgrade offer within 24h”.

Characteristics of
Upselling
The industry professionals who
participated in the interviews
identified a number of customer
and hotel-related factors that
influence upselling. They all
agreed that only customers who
book directly or through an online
travel agency are contacted for
upselling offers, because an email
address is essential. Otherwise, the
professionals did not differentiate
between customer characteristics
for online and offline selling.
They did, however, identify a
few customer characteristics that
influence whether they might
be contacted for upselling. For
example, it seems easiest to upsell
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to customers who are staying
for leisure rather than business,
celebrating a special occasion, or
travelling from abroad. However,
as one respondent mentioned,
sometimes the hotel receives
more than 50 upselling bids a day.
Therefore, when deciding whom
to choose for upselling, it is difficult
to take other factors into account
apart from the potential increase in
revenue.
The professionals also tended to
focus on customers who booked
the most basic rooms, because this
makes it easier to find options for
upselling, such as a larger room,
a sea or harbour view, or club
access with free breakfast, tea,
and cocktails. Indeed, data from
the second study showed that the
“most popular upsells” were from
a standard city view room to a
standard harbour view room, and
from standard city and harbour
view rooms to club city and
harbour view rooms.

Online Versus Offline
Upselling
There was a general consensus
among the industry professionals
that online and offline upselling
“go hand in hand”, as there are
advantages and disadvantages
of both approaches. Front-desk
upselling has the advantage of
offering a larger customer base, but
it is only possible to sell un-booked
rooms on a single day, whereas
online upselling can take place a
few days before arrival. Online
upselling offers greater involvement
for customers because they select
the price they are willing to pay
rather than the hotel setting the
price, as is the case with offline
upselling.
The industry professionals were
divided in their opinions on
whether online upselling affects
front-desk upselling. However,
as one respondent pointed out,
overall, only 30-40% of customers
book directly or through an online
travel agency, leaving many
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customers whom “front office staff
can approach for upselling during
check-in”. This suggests that online
upselling will not replace front-desk
upselling in the near future.
The findings of the second study,
in which data were collected from
UpsellGuru, confirmed that online
upselling was not a substitute for
front-desk upselling. In terms of
the revenue brought in by the two
channels, revenue from online
upselling was greater overall than
from offline upselling, yet during
several months of the study this
trend was reversed. In general,
upselling revenue increased
considerably after the introduction
of UpsellGuru, partly because the
change prompted the hotel to
make its front-desk offers “more
attractive to customers” by making
the room prices more comparable
with those offered online.
Hence, online upselling has
certainly not had a negative
effect and both channels help to
increase revenue. As the researcher
explains, it is likely that “the type
of customers that choose to bid for
upselling” differ from those who
“respond positively to front-desk
upselling offers”.

An Omni-Channel
Approach
Of all the practical implications of
the study, writes the researcher,
“perhaps the most important one
is the need to move away from
treating each upselling channel as
independent”. The two channels
are complementary rather than
substitutive, yet currently they “are
not streamlined and aligned”. By
taking a “more unified view” of
customers, hotels can align their
marketing efforts to maximise
upselling across both online
and front-desk channels. The
key to achieving this “omnichannel approach to upselling”
is to understand customers’
preferences better by collecting
data that “go beyond the strategies
hotels implement now”. An omni-

channel approach also enables an
“integrated, seamless experience
across multiple devices and
touchpoints”.
Overall, the researcher advises
hotels to continue to invest in
front-desk upselling. To ensure
its success she suggests that
employees such as front-desk staff
should be “trained on the methods
and importance” of data collection,
and should receive “specialised,
regular training in upselling”.

More Questions than
Answers
This exploratory study provides
an interesting overview of current
upselling approaches in the hotel
industry. It clearly shows that
there is room for both online
and offline upselling channels,
as long as they are aligned and
streamlined. Nevertheless, as the
researcher concludes, the study
“opens up more questions than it
actually answers about upselling
in the hospitality industry” and
further research is needed to
better understand how to achieve
the omni-channel approach and
improve data collection to “generate
a single view of the customer from
all distribution channels”.

POINTS TO NOTE
• Upselling is an important revenue
management strategy for hotels.
• Online and offline upselling may
complement or compete with each
other.
• Evidence from this study suggests
that they are complementary and
hotels should invest in both.
• Collecting plentiful customer data is
key to successful upselling.

Basak Denizci Guillet (2020). Online
Upselling: Moving Beyond
Offline Upselling in the Hotel
Industry. International Journal
of Hospitality Management , Vol.
84, 102322.

Making Ecotechnology Worth It
For Hotels
From smart room key systems
to robot concierges, advanced
technologies are now the norm
in many hotels. In a world
on the brink of climate crisis,
environmental technologies
should be no exception. Curiously,
however, the hospitality industry
is lagging behind in its adoption of
eco-friendly technologies. In the
first empirical study of its kind, the
SHTM’s Eric Chan and two coresearchers asked what exactly is
holding hoteliers back in their quest
to “go green”. Their findings will
prove invaluable as the industry
takes its next steps towards a
smarter and more sustainable
future.

Saving the Planet
Hotels are 24/7 operations that
offer personalised services geared
towards comfort and pleasure.
Inevitably, this comes at a cost.
Every time a guest orders room
service, takes a bath, or turns on
the television, more energy and
water are consumed and more
waste is generated. No guest wants
to find a half-used bar of soap or
unwashed linen upon arrival –
and these days many customers
demand and expect the very latest
amenities, from ultrafast WiFi to
power showers.
How can hotels reduce their
consumption and waste without
compromising customers’
experience? On the surface, the
answer seems clear. Hotels are
no stranger to using technology
to improve the efficiency of their
operations and attract customers,
and green technologies offer a
multitude of benefits. “Installing
environmental technologies
not only helps to protect our
planet”, say the researchers,
“but also improves a company’s
environmental performance and
reduces utilities expenses”.

Price-conscious hoteliers can
save money by installing energysaving technologies such as lowflow shower-heads, solar hot
water collector systems, and
decomposers that liquefy leftover
food. Adopting such technologies
could also align hotels with the
green image that customers are
increasingly willing to support.
Some travellers even actively seek
out environmentally responsible
hotels. In a 2012 survey,
TripAdvisor found that 71% of
the respondents were keen to
make eco-friendly choices when
travelling.
Why, then, are hoteliers so
slow to adopt environmental
technologies? In Hong Kong, a
few upscale hotels have seen their
reputations improve and profits
rise since installing occupancy
sensors, headboard coolers, and
air conditioning control, amongst
other innovative solutions.
However, uptake is still surprisingly
low. Despite the advantages of
environmental technologies, the
researchers tell us, “many hotels
remain hesitant”. To understand
why so many hoteliers avoid or
delay adopting environmental
technologies, the researchers’ first
task was to investigate the biggest
barriers to implementation.

Obstacles to Progress
For hotels, the decision to adopt
environmental technologies
can hinge on both external and
internal factors. External barriers to
installation include resistance from
local governments and weather
conditions that hinder the use of
renewable energy. Hotels may
also face internal barriers, such as
physical constraints on technology
installation, budget limitations,
and a lack of manpower. “These
barriers”, warn the researchers, “are
likely to reduce the motivation of

senior hotel management to adopt
the technologies unless they are
essential to survival”.
Although survival is the core
concern of any business, hotels
differ in their definition of
“essential”. A chain hotel with
400 rooms might benefit more
in the long run from investing in
environmental technologies than
will a smaller, independent hotel
that cannot afford the initial outlay.
As underlined by the researchers,
“higher initial capital costs
negatively affect views on green
construction and environmental
management”.
Finally, a lack of technical
knowledge can make hotels
reluctant to adopt any new
technologies – especially
environmental ones. “Despite
increasing demand for
environmentally friendly
products”, the researchers
explain, “hotel managers may
encounter difficulties in balancing
good service provision with
environmental performance”. For
instance, installing water restrictors
in shower-heads may reduce water
flow and pressure.
Due to the striking lack of empirical
research on hotels’ adoption of
environmental technologies, the
importance of these potential
barriers has remained elusive – until
now. “Do different types of hotels
encounter the same barriers?” the
researchers wondered. “Will hotels
that are currently implementing a
formal environmental management
system encounter fewer barriers?”

Surveying Hotel
Employees
The next step was to learn first
hand about the most important
barriers to ecotechnology
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